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By Ricardo Alonso-Zaldivar | Associated Press

MEXICANS BUY FAKE CELLPHONES TO HAND OVER IN MUGGINGS
By Mark Stevenson | Associated Press

Armed robberies have gotten so common aboard buses in
Mexico City that commuters have come up with a clever if disheartening solution: Many are buying fake cellphones, to hand
over to thieves instead of their real smartphones.
Costing 300 to 500 pesos apiece — the equivalent of $15
to $25 — the "dummies" are sophisticated fakes: They have a
startup screen and bodies that are dead ringers for the originals,
and inside there is a piece of metal to give the phone the heft
of the real article.
That comes in handy when trying to fool trigger-happy bandits who regularly attack the buses, big and small, that ferry people from the poorer outlying suburbs to jobs in the city center.
The scene is repeated over and over again, courtesy of the
cameras that many buses now carry that record the assaults,
often late at night or in the early morning: Sleepy passengers are
seen bouncing along in the jitneys when one or two of the men
aboard suddenly pull masks over their faces. One will pull out a
gun while his accomplice passes down the aisle, often with his
own gun, demanding valuables.
"You're all screwed now! Don't move or you're dead! Cellphones and wallets!" barks a thief in one recent video. Time and
again, those who resist or refuse are hit in the head with a pistol,
or simply shot and left to bleed on the floor of the bus.
Martha Patricia Rociles Estrada, a schoolteacher from the
low-income suburb of Nezahualcoyotl, was robbed herself. Now,
she says, most city residents make their daily commutes in fear.
"Getting on public transportation is now a risk," Rociles Estrada
said. "You get on, but you never know if you're going to return."
"Now you have to be careful to carry money, because if you
don't, the thieves get angry and you run the risk that they'll
shoot you if you're not carrying money."
There were an average of 70 reported violent muggings every

day in Mexico City in the first four months of 2019. About twothirds were committed against pedestrians, with the rest split
almost evenly between bus passengers and assaults on motorists
stopped at lights or caught in traffic jams. Between 2017 and
2018, such assaults rose by about 22 percent.
But when Rociles Estrada was robbed at gunpoint several years ago, most people weren't carrying costly smartphones
around with them.
"They just took whatever I had of value, my change purse, that
was all," she recalled
The advent of smartphones changed all that. Now, many people carry a device worth hundreds of dollars in their pocket, and
one that may also hold their bank or credit card information.
That's where "dummy" vendors like Axel come in. Axel says
he sells three or four dummy phones a week out of his stall in a
downtown electronics marketplace, next door to a colonial college building that dates to 1767.
Axel, who asked his full name not be used for fear police
would accuse him of selling fake merchandise, said all of his
customers know they are buying fakes.
"It's useful for robberies, the large number of muggings happening in Mexico City," said Axel. "They say 'hand over your
cellphone, give me everything', and people know now they have
to hand over the phone quick, in a matter of seconds, so they
hand over these phones and often the thieves don't realize it."
But Axel admits the victim would be in trouble if a thief
caught them handing over a "dummy" phone.
"Obviously there are problems, because if the criminals search
it or find out ... there is going to be a problem."
Because of that, some try a different strategy, spending a little
more to buy a cheap but real second phone.
Gloria, who works at her own stall at another market across

the street in a converted art-deco movie house, said the dummy
trade started about 14 years ago, but for different reasons: Phone
shops would buy dummies for their exhibition cases to protect
against another type of crime, the so-called "sledgehammer
crews" who can clear out a jewelry or electronics store in seconds
by breaking windows.
"Generally, the dummy is for a showcase, for people who sell
real cellphones," Gloria explained. "Dummies have been sold
here for about 14 years, for use in showcases, but nowadays
people are buying them to protect their own cellphones."
Gloria sells an iPhone dummy for 300 pesos ($15), that would
save a victim the 18,000 pesos ($900) a real iPhone would cost
here.
"In most cases, people want to avoid getting their cellphone
stolen, but also their data," says Gloria, who also asked her last
name not be used.
The paranoia about assaults and muggings has been amplified
by the fact that so many of the robberies are now videotaped by
surveillance cameras on public buses. The tapes are often shown
on news programs, instilling terror in people.
The government of the eastern borough of Ixtapalpa — one
of the city's biggest and poorest precincts — launched a program
this week to have police ride the buses to prevent robberies. But
even as the program started up with fanfare and media photo
ops, some residents were skeptical.
Oscar Armenda, a transportation worker who was riding
a bus in Iztapalapa around midday as police started climbing
aboard, said, "This is good in a way, but in a way it's not."
"They should do this at the time of day when it's needed, at
night, not now," Armenda said.
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The "Medicare for All" plan embraced by
leading 2020 Democrats appears more lavish
than what other advanced countries offer, compounding the cost but also potentially broadening its popular appeal.
The plan from Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders would charge no copays or deductibles for
medical care, allowing only limited cost-sharing
for some prescription drugs. It would cover
long-term care at home and in community
settings. Dental, vision and hearing coverage
would be included.
But while other countries do guarantee
coverage for all, the benefits vary significantly.
Canada, often cited as a model, does not cover
outpatient prescriptions and many Canadians
have private insurance for medications. Many
countries don't cover long-term care. Modest
copays are common.
"Medicare for All proposals would leapfrog
other countries in terms of essentially eliminating private insurance and out-of-pocket costs,
and providing very expansive benefits," said
Larry Levitt, a health policy expert with the
nonpartisan Kaiser Family Foundation. "It
raises questions about how realistic the proposals are."
Shifting the sprawling U.S. health care system to a government-run "single-payer" plan is
one of the top issues in the 2020 Democratic
presidential primary, but the candidates are
divided. Some have echoed Sanders' call, while
others want to expand coverage within the current mix of private and government insurance.
Independent studies estimate Medicare for
All would dramatically increase government
spending, from $25 trillion to $35 trillion or
more over 10 years. It stands no chance with
Republicans controlling the White House and
the Senate, but it is getting hearings in the
Democratic-led House.

Economist Sherry Glied, dean of New York
University's Wagner school of public policy,
says the offer of generous benefits may be
needed to persuade Americans satisfied with
employer coverage that they would be better off
in a new government plan.
"You are going to have to be very generous if
you want this to be politically appealing to lots
of people," said Glied, who was a senior health
care adviser in the Obama administration.
Glied says components like benefits, copayments and deductibles would all be negotiable.
"People put out talking points and then they
see what Congress is willing to swallow," said
Glied. "Who knows where it would come out
in the end."
A second congressional hearing on Medicare
for All is scheduled Wednesday before the
House Budget Committee. House legislation
largely tracks Sanders' bill. Votes this year
appear unlikely. The plan is a punching bag
for Republicans trying to tag Democrats as
"socialists."
In a statement, Sanders' office said it's fair
for the senator to compare Medicare for All to
what other countries have because "all those
other countries guarantee health care as a
right," as his plan would.
"Sen. Sanders believes providing comprehensive coverage through the government to
all residents is the best way to do it," said the
statement.
If the legislation were to advance to votes,
"we will hear out concerns from our colleagues
and work with them to get this bill passed," the
statement continued. "But we are very clear
about what we want and what this country
needs. Insurance company CEOs are going to
pay well before the American people are."
Two recent reports have called attention to
significant differences among countries that

cover everyone and are held up as models for
Medicare for All.
A report from the Congressional Budget
Office will be the focus of Wednesday's House
hearing. Another report, for the nonpartisan
Commonwealth Fund, was written by Glied.
Among its findings: Other countries don't
necessarily take the same approach as Medicare
for All, using a range of strategies to cover all
their residents.
"Currently, single-payer bills in the U.S.
tend to share the same key goals: centralizing...the system, expanding the public benefits
package and eliminating private health insurance entirely," the Commonwealth report said.
"However, these three features are not the
norm across countries that have achieved universal coverage for health care." Many countries
retain a role for private insurance, for example.
The report found that one group of countries — including Denmark, Britain and Germany — provide comprehensive benefits, including
such services as mental health care. They
charge low copays. Those countries are the closest to Medicare for All.
A larger group — including Australia, France,
Netherlands, Norway, Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland and Taiwan — offer broad benefits but
there may be gaps, and cost sharing is higher.
Australia charges $60 for specialist visits. The
Netherlands has a $465 deductible. Dental
coverage may be limited.
Finally, Canada has a narrow national
benefits package. It doesn't cover outpatient
prescriptions, long-term care, mental health,
vision and dental. But there's no cost sharing
for hospital and doctors' services. Canadians
rely on private insurance and provincial governments to fill the gaps.
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